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WELCOME
Dear Union,

Hydrangea are pretty cool plants; the colour of their flower is dependent on the pH of the 
soil they are gown in. Like a hydrangea, university experiences are impacted by the 
community they are planted in. During my time at Mac my hydrangea has been a lot of 
different colors. Some were my favorite colours, some were definitely not. 

In the times I didn’t like the colour of my hydrangea I looked for support; whether that was 
in resources or people. I was searching for a place to learn, try, fail, and succeed in making 
my hydrangea something I was proud of. I am so lucky to have found places that let my 
hydrangea grow.

In times that I loved my hydrangea, all I wanted to do was share it with the world. I wanted 
to help other grow to love theirs as much as  I loved mine. 

Most people have one year in their role whether that be as a PTM, Executive, SRA or Board 
member. In just one year you will have the opportunity to impact the colour of so many 
hydrangeas. I want to help you make a McMaster where people can try, grow, and flourish. 
In this platform I have outlined how I hope to do this. From expansions of support 
networks, improvements in hiring, training, and transition, to making a safer campus - I will 
work towards creating an MSU that is unique to every hydrangea.

In short, I want to help others make their hydrangeas into something they are proud of, 
something that is uniquely their own. I am so excited to talk about how we can make our 
McMaster flourish.

Let’s bloom together.

Lots of Love,

Sarah Figueiredo
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QUALIFICATIONS
MSU EXPERIENCE
Services
Associate Vice President Services       2018-2019

Deputy Returning Officer         2017-2018

Horizons Leadership Conference

 Volunteer and Logistics Coordinator       2018

 Leadership Developer (Logistics)       2017

 Special Errands Team Member        2016

Macademics Promotions Executive       2016-2017

Student Representative Assembly 
Student Activity Building Ad-Hoc Committee Voting Member    2017

Services Committee Voting Member       2016-2017

Clubs 
McMaster Musical Theatre

 President           2018-2019

 Vice President Finance        2017-2018 

 Costumes Team Member        2016-2017

McMaster Biology Society First Year Representative    2015-2016

MCMASTER EXPERIENCE
Residence Life Project Assistant        2018-2019

Residence Musical Senior Producer       2018-2019

Residence Orientation Advisor Matthews and Wallingford Hall  2018-2019

Residence Orientation Advisor Bates Hall      2017-2018

Residence Orientation Representative Brandon Hall    2016-2017
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Defining the role of the Operations Coordinator

I want to broaden and formalize the scope of the MSU Operations Coordina-
tor to include the Human Resources work they are currently doing. Maddison 
Hample, the current Operations Coordinator, has an HR background and has 
done a lot of great work to support students and staff in situations pertaining 
to HR. Unfortunately due to the misnomer of her title, staff members are 
unlikely to approach her for support. I believe accompanying the solidification 
of her role include a name change to ensure that the MSU is transparent in the 
supports and resources it can offer.

AVP Equity

The training Resource Research Assistant (TRRA) role is a role that has a lot 
of potential, but always seems to lack engagement and scope. I would like to 
keep this peer support training function of the TRRA and integrate them more 
into the services communinty by having them be a direct support to the Peer 
Support PTMs. The nuances and intricacies of our peer support services often 
require  further support than the AVP Services can provide. By shifting these 
four PTMs over to the AVP Equities portfolio each AVP will be able to take on 
a larger facilitation and support role for PTMs.

Throughout this platform I have identified some projects I would like to see 
them take on including a students in distress protocol, a community needs as-
sessment, and hiring support. This creation of a wages position will be 
transfered over from the TRRA salary, therefor not additional cost will be in-
curred.

SARAH FIGUEIREDO 
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SUPPORTING STAFF
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HIRING
Hiring Training

Part Time Manager Level
Finding engaged and capable Part Time Manager beings with the hiring process. 
Currently there is no formal training set out for Part Time Manager hiring boards. As 
this is often the first time the students sitting on the hiring board will hire, the MSU 
should be providing them with the skills they need to find the best candidates. 

Guided by the hiring handbook, currently being comprised by the MSU Operations 
Coordinator Maddison Hample, PTM Hiring training would consist of a one hour 
training session. In this session PTM hiring boards will go over best practices, inter-
view etiquette, and the position in question. 

Service Executive Level
This training session should be modified and administered to service executives hir-
ing boards. This would be a great project for the AVP Equity to take on, under the 
guidance of the Operations Coordinator. 

Service Volunteer Level
To offer hiring support at all levels, PTMs should be encouraged to reach out to the 
Operations Coordinator or AVP Equity to have their interview processes and ques-
tions looked over. 
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PTM TRAINING
May Training

Part Time Manager training currently occurs in late May or early June. I would like 
to see this moved up to the first week of May, this was Part Time Managers are 
trained at the beginning of their term. This will also result in less PTMs missing the 
role

Focus on Managing Peers
The move towards smaller group discussion was a welcomed change to part time 
manager training. Improving further, I would like to implement more scenario based 
training where PTMs have to act out team conflict scenarios they may face. 

After speaking with Part Time Managers about their training experience, they 
agreed that the most difficult aspect of their role was managing peers. Though 
speaking to a scenario and discussion possible reaction lays a great foundation, 
having part-time managers actually act out what how they would handles scenarios 
is proven to help information retention.

September Revival
A second training session would take place in early September. At this point PTMs 
will have spent four months in role, and have a better understanding of the role. 
This training would provide a refresher on office procedures (such as filling out 
POs), but also offer a more collaborative environment for PTMs to talk about the 
challenges they have faced thus far and the ones they are expecting to face over 
the next eight months.
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PTM TRAINING
PTM How-To Guide
Training weekend provides a great foundation for the year. Unfortunately as
training happens in the summer months, by the time the school year begins a 
lot of the crucial information is forgotten. We need all this information central-
ized and accessible for part time managers 

Finance: A break down of how to fill out purchase orders and reimbursements, 
server help, event planning 101, team organization suggestions, etc. This docu-
ment would also include a contact list - who to contact for what.

Disclosure Scenarios 
Sometimes PTMs are placed in scenarios where they have to have difficult scenari-
os. These topics span many topics and nuances including sexual violence and men-
tal illness. In training we need to honest with PTMs about these difficult scenarios 
they may encounter.

For training I would like to work with Maddison Hampel (the Operations coordina-
tor for the MSU who handles HR related issues) and EIO to create scenario based 
training on how to support and properly refer individuals who disclose sensitive 
information.

Outlining Support Pathways

Included in the PTM how to guide would be a section outlining formal intake offic-
es, campus support options and off-campus resources for individuals who disclose 
instances of sexual violence. When a disclosure happens both supports and survi-
vors are often unsure of what pathways of support exist. For example an individual 
may be aware that EIO exists for survivors who wish to pursue and investigation, 
but are unsure of what that actually mean. I would like to create a guide for PTMs 
on pathways that do exists, which will hopefully eliminate some of the 
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PTM TRANSITION
Experiential Transitions
The MSU needs to move towards offering more hands on transition methods for 
PTMs. A transition report is  provided for incoming PTMs, but these often leave 
PTMs with more questions than answers. I want to see a shift towards in-person 
knowledge sharing and experiencing transitions.

Transition Planning Meeting
Upon the hiring of an incoming PTM I would like to see a transition planning meet-
ing occur between the incoming PTM, the out going PTM, and the VP Admin. In this 
meeting time an outline of the incoming PTM transition process will be outlined  
and agreed upon by all parties.

Outlined below are suggested methods I would like to see these systems used as a 
base to build transition plans from. These systems would be tailored to each service 
and  part time manager.

Three Transition Meeting System

As the name implies this system is built upon a three transition meeting model. The 
initial meeting would occur shortly after the incoming PTMs is hired, the second 
half way through the transition period, and the third in the last few weeks of the 
outgoing PTMs term. 

Having one transition meeting is often not enough as PTMs are new to the role and 
may be unsure of what questions to ask or overwhelmed the steep learning curve. 
Having the chance to meeting at different stages in the transition process will allow 
for a more gradual and smoother transition.

Hour Shifts

Another transition suggestion is for outgoing PTMs to transfer a small portion 
of their hours to the incoming PTM. This will allow the incoming PTM to take 
on larger responsibilities through job shadowing. This is a new system was 
piloted by the incoming and outgoing WGEN PTMs who found it to be bene-

ficial. 
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Training
I will work with Part Time Managers to create service specific training for 
executive board. Executive board members should have an understanding of 
services that go beyond a job description and operating policy. This will help 
bridge the knowledge gap that exists between PTMs and Executive Board 
Members. I will create more detailed training on Executive Board and what it 
can do for  PTMs . This will be administered at PTM training

Presence at Service Events

Executive Board members will be encouraged to attend weekly services 
events to gain practical knowledge of how are services function on a day 
to day basis. As VP Admin I will utilize information session to summarize all 
events going on that week.

Office Cohesion

Another factor that outgoing PTMs cited contributed to the unease with Ex-
ecutive Board was the unfamiliar faces of full time staff. Walking into an EB 
meeting is daunting in itself, but not understanding everybody’s role around 
the table exacerbates the issue. I believe the best way to tackle unfamiliarity 
is it get people talking. 

I want connect the office through appreciation events that include the whole 
office. There has been great strides this year to show appreciation for the full 
time staff; I would like to continue these with the addition of involving PTMs. 
Often PTMs feel unsure about approaching full time staff. I believe having 
more opportunities for causal interactions is a great way to create a more 
cohesive MSU office and make EB seem a little less daunting.

SARAH FIGUEIREDO 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD
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SRA SUPPORT
Skill Development Sessions

I would like to see SRA training expanded to include monthly training sessions. The AVP 
Internal Governance will collaborate with knowledgeable stake holders to create engag-
ing training. Not only does this offer SRA members a chance to build and strengthen skills 
through the lens of their role, more face time with each other will promote SRA cohesion 
and collaboration.

Sessions

Know Your Role: Outgoing SRA members cited only really understanding the scope of 
their role and the opportunities it presents at the end of their term. I would like the AVP 
Internal Governance and Speaker work together to create training on the role of an SRA 
representative, and how they can make the most of their term.

Advocating and Lobbying: The AVP Internal Governance and the Education Team will 
work to create SRA specific lobbying and advocacy training. SRA members are often at-
tending meeting with stakeholders and the student body,  we need to provide them with 
the tools they need to effectively communicate. 

Political Engagement: The AVP Internal Governance will collaborate with the Marketing 
and Communication Department to create promotions and engagement training specif-
ic to the SRA. As the preview of the SRA is political, it is important we are recognizing 
unique promotions challenges the SRA faces.
 
Event Planning: SRA members are taking on a larger role in event planning, especially 
when it comes to supporting and collaborating with  Faculty Societies. Individuals are 
often unaware of this aspect of the SRA role, and may be unfamiliar with event planning. 
The AVP Internal Governance will work with the AVP Services to create SRA specific event 
training.

 

More Opportunities to Connect
A barrier to participating in SRA meeting several outgoing SRA members cited was 
feeling uncomfortable with the assembly. Individuals sometimes felt intimated by 
other, and thus made them uncomfortable asking questions or countering an argu-
ment. I want to plan low-key social before meeting to encourage SRA members to 
connect and build relationship at a convenient time. Having more one on one inter-
actions with other representatives will add a sense of communinty to the assembly, 
making individuals more comfortable with each other.
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PEER SUPPORT
Community Needs Assessment
The support offered by the MSU should grows and change as the McMas-
ter undergraduate population does. This community needs assessment will 
be created by the peer support part time managers in tandem with the AVP 
Equity in the summer months. In the summer peer support services are not 
opening their spaces, so there is room within their role to dedicate to this 
community needs assessment.

Students in Crisis Protocol 
McMaster University Recently published a crisis protocol. This needs to be 
translates to the scope of the MSU. I will work with the AVP equity and EIO to 
translate this to fir the MSUs scope and ability. This will be used to guide all of 
our services and student leaders, and provided a foundation for peer support 
training.

Peer Support Space Guidelines
The Maccess review conducted by the SRA Services Committee found that a 
percentage of the do not access Maccess and our peer support services be-
cause they uncomfortable approaching the space. I will work with the AVP 
Equity and the Peer Support Department to create space guidelines (such as 
a division between “communinty” hours and “peer support” hours) to ensure 

our spaces are open and welcoming for all students who wish to access them.
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CREATING A SAFER 
CAMPUS

Fostering a Positive Relationship with EIO

I will work with EIO to build an open path of communication. This year a 
lot of work has been done to a relationship, which I would like to contin-
ue. EIO can provide the MSU with advice, but also act as a formal intake 
office for requests that are out of the scope and/or ability of the MSU. In 
these cases EIO and the MSU will work in tandem to support individuals 
through their chosen pathway of support. 

Creating Training on Consent Culture
and Sexual Violence Prevention 

I will work withe the AVP equity, Megan Ross and EIO, as well as SACHA 
to create a foundation training session on consent culture and sexual 
violence prevention. This will be administered by the AVP Equity to ser-
vice volunteers and executive teams. In larger scale or more complex 
training (such as Peer Support Training Weekend), SACHA and Megan 
Ross will be encouraged as a resource. 
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WELCOME WEEK
Part of the Vice President Administration mandate is to chair Welcome Week Adviso-
ry Committee (WWAC) meetings. This body over sees all facets of Welcome Week. 
As the chair they are given the opportunity to direct the mandate of the committee. 

Planner Equity

In the current Welcome Week structure faculty planner are not compensated for 
their months of hiring, training, and planning. We are seeing a shift in planner com-
pensation, with residence orientation advisors how being paid an hourly wage for the 
duration of their employment. WWAC has begun discussions to ensure all planners, 
regardless of alignment, are compensated for their work. I will continue to advocate 
for planner compensation on WWAC.

Standardize Planner Hiring

The current hiring structures of faculty planners is entirely faculty dependent. These 
systems range from applying in slates to running in an at-large elections. With WWAC, 
we should advocate for a standardized application hiring process and more away 
from election based systems.

PCC and STAC
The Student Health Education Centre (SHEC), the Women and Gender Equity Net-
work (WGEN), and Maccess are all asked to sit on STAC to provide insight on the 
communities they support. I will advocate for the inclusion of the PCC on STAC to 
continue growth towards a more inclusive Welcome Week.
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Thank you to...

Kristina Epifano (MSU Vice President Administration)
Josh Marando (MSU President-Elect, Welcome Week Faculty Coordinator 2018)

Raquel Munoz (Welcome Week Faculty Coordinator 2019)
Melissa Paglialunga (First Year Council PTM)

David Zaslavsky (MSU MACycle PTM)
Uwais Patel (Chief Returning Officer)
Giancarlo Da-Ré (Clay Coordinator)

Adrianna Michell (SHEC PTM)
Miranda Clayton (Pride Communinty Centre PTM)
Hannah Philip (MSU Food Collective Centre PTM)

Jocelyn Heaton (WGEN Coordinator) 
Jane Luft (Spark PTM)

Hil Beth (MSU Maccess Coordinator)
Sam Aung (EFRT PTM)

Raquel (AVP Internal Governance)
Fawziyah Ali (SRA Social Science 2018/2019)

Martino Salciccioli (SRA Humanities 2018/2019)
Victroial Scott (Administrative Services Coordinator)

Maddison Hampel (Operations Coordinator)

 
And so many other who have provided me with support thought this process. 

Thank you for helping my hydrangea flourish.
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